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Come to the Garden!

Wednesday, June 22, 2011
Dear Prospering Saints:
This has already been a busy week here. I have spent a great deal of time at the Global Spheres
Center with various decisions that need to be made to complete Phase 1 of development and
position us to move forward with Phase 2 next month. I have also been out in the Israel Prayer
Garden with Pam and the groups that assist her to discuss the next round of expansion prior to
our “Open Doors Gathering” on July 29-31. Later today I am flying out for Charlotte to be with
Sid Roth for a television taping of the “Its Supernatural.” Please pray for this interview where
we will be discussing my latest book, Time to Defeat the Devil, as well as other revelation for
this hour.
Israel Prayer Garden Update
One of my favorite portions of the Pentecost Celebration at the Global Spheres Center was the
dedication of the Israel Prayer Garden. As I have previously shared, the Lord told me to begin
with the Prayer Garden. Not only has He provided a place where we can meet with Him, but this
Garden also demonstrates our alignment with God’s covenant people and land. Pam and her
team have done an amazing job in representing the various tribes of Israel.
During the conference, I loved how so many of you would go out to the Garden to be refreshed
as you walked and prayed and allowed the Spirit of the Lord to meet you there. Below are some
of the pictures from the Israel Prayer Garden Dedication. If you could not join us, be sure to go
online and view the webcast replay from that historical time.

Pam has recently updated her blog and shares:
The Pentecost gathering at the new Global Spheres Center in Corinth was a wonderful time of
revelation and fellowship. The highlight for us gardeners, of course, was the dedication on
Friday of the Twelve Tribes of Israel Prayer Garden. What a joy it was to see such a lovely
representation of the Body of Christ gathered on the garden pathways as we presented our
offering to the Father. It was such a blessing to see so many visitors basking in the presence of
God in every corner of the garden. Of course, there were times when folks were “baking” as
well as basking, since the temperatures hovered in the nineties all weekend! Even so, there was
always a breeze in the garden, and the oak trees provided welcome shade.
As the summer progresses, we will focus on planning and preparing the remaining sections of
the garden, pulling weeds, and tending the health of the existing plantings. When September and
cooler temperatures arrive, the planting will begin again. I will continue updating you with
progress on the hardscape features being added, descriptions of the remaining tribes and their

characteristics, and life in the garden. For now, I want to share the most recent pictures of the
garden I have from my morning walk last Thursday. Just click HERE to enter the garden!
Bless you all!
Pam

Pam is also working with Jesus de la Cruz and others on another round of resources for the Israel
Prayer Garden. These include a Star of David (Menorah Stand), Sun Dial, Compass, Torah
Stand, Earth Globe Stand, and Stone Arch to Gentile area. So although new planting will be
put on hold during the hot summer months, there will be a great deal of other projects moving
forward. Be sure to watch the newest video update from James Vincent on what is
happening with the Garden by clicking HERE. You can give towards our work by donating
online or by calling 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231.
Tuesday Night Israel Prayer Watch
Last night we initiated our shift from Tuesday Morning Prayer to Tuesday Evening Prayer
Watches. Marty Cassady led our first 6 PM watch which is dedicated to praying for Israel. As
the group joined together in worship, prayer and revelation, she "saw" a wall of intercession
forming all around the world. This wall will be formed from the prayers of the past being poured
out along with new prayers that are presently being added for Israel and the nations as each
chooses how they will stand with Israel. If you were not able to join this Israel Prayer Watch,
you can watch the webcast replay through next Monday.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

ALL RESOURCES ON SALE FOR 50% OFF!
We always want to help you get the resources that you need to be positioned to advance into the
season ahead. Through the end of July, we are offering a 50% off special on all of the resources
in our bookstore as well as our online webstore. So for any order you place, we will cut the
price in half! To qualify for this discount, you will need to reference the code
SUMMER50. For those of you purchasing online, be sure to enter this code in the Discount
Code box listed on the shopping cart screen just below the Qty (quantity ordered) box.) Once
you type in SUMMER50, it will be valid for every item of your purchase.
Here are a few of our newest items that will certain help you move forward!
Time to Defeat the Devil by Chuck D. Pierce

As we all know, times are changing, and there is an historic shift occurring in the church today.
In the midst of this change the enemy would try to distort our vision so we lose our way. The
Lord stirred me to write this book so we would not shrink back, but learn to see in a new way,
and embrace the authority and power we have been given through our Risen Lord, Jesus
Christ. The 20 chapters in this book will take you through a journey where you learn how to:






break free from life's past seasons of trauma, grief and loss
enter into a new level of freedom and victory
Walk into the new season and times God has for you
Understand and know the wiles of your enemy
and understand what vexation is and how to break its grip

Perhaps what makes this book most unique is the focus on how to break the power of vexation
and to renew our human spirit. Like righteous Lot, the enemy seeks to vex our spirit so that we
become traumatized and fragmented. If he can block our spirit, he can stagnate our relationship
with the One who created us and overtake our soul. However, we have a FATHER of our human
spirit who is able to renew and nourish our spirit! Learn how He longs to see us restored and
made whole, and how we can "exercise" our spirit and commune with Him in a new way.
Regularly: $15 … but HALF PRICE when using Discount Code SUMMER50

Redeeming the Time by Chuck D. Pierce

This book helps you answer the difficult question of how to get back in sync with God when you
realize you missed a window of opportunity. This is an amazing principle to understand. When
one window closes, the Lord has a divine plan to reposition another time and another place for

you to enter His blessings. How many times do we wish we could go back in time to undo or
redo something? Although the Lord doesn't take us back in time, He has the ability to bring our
past "into" our future so that we have a second opportunity to choose and get back in His perfect
timing. Redeeming the Time will help you recognize God's timing in your life and determine if
you are in step or out of step with God's plans and purposes. This book will also help you align
yourself with God's perfect timing system, and reap rewards of a life spent in step with our
Father. There is also a chapter that will help you understand the Triumphant Reserve that is
emerging from state to state.
Regularly: $15 … but HALF PRICE when using Discount Code SUMMER50

Interpreting the Times by Chuck D. Pierce

This book carries the message of what I represent in the Body of Christ: the Issachar Anointing.
Interpreting the Times will give you an idea of what it takes to make it through narrow
transitions. If ever we needed to understand GOD in our time and space, it is NOW! This book
will move you to understand the "process of time" that may presently be controlling you, into
seeing your way into a place of future victory!
Regularly: $12 … but HALF PRICE when using Discount Code SUMMER50

Pentecost Celebration CD/DVD set

Don’t miss the revelation, anointing and victory captured in our Pentecost Celebration CD or
DVD sets! These sets also include the Dedications for the Israel Prayer Garden and the Prayer
Tower.
Regularly: $75 … but HALF PRICE when using Discount Code SUMMER50

May Your Land Rejoice by Chuck D. Pierce, Pam Pierce, Robert Heidler and Linda Heidler
In today's high tech culture, many do not have an understanding of how Heaven and Earth are
connected. However, there is a Heavenly blueprint which can impact the land and cause it to
come into a greater measure of fullness. We set aside a day to pursue a deeper understanding of
our relationship with the land, and the Lord powerfully wove together the four teachings in this
set.
Robert Heidler developed the spiritual significance of the land, and provided clear examples of
how our actions (good and bad) affect the land we live upon.
Pam Pierce, with her background as a Master Gardener, taught us about the relationship of our
bodies and land, and how our shalom and wholeness is dependent on our relationship with the
land.
Linda Heidler shared wonderful insight on the Tribe of Asher, and how the fullness of their
redemptive identity was tied to and expressed through the land yielding its increase.
Chuck Pierce showed the relation between God, Torah, land and man, and how God’s
government in the heavens can overcome the generational iniquity in the land and establish His
Kingdom rule and reign in the earth realm.
This Center for Advancement course is certain to become a foundational teaching you will want
to listen to again and again.
= Regularly: $40 for CD or DVD set … but HALF PRICE when using Discount Code
SUMMER50

These and many other resources are available by going to www.gloryofzion.org or by calling
(888) 965-1099 or (940) 382-7231.

